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IoT and WSN based Smart Cities: A Machine
Learning Perspective Shalli Rani 2022-05-30
This book provides an investigative approach to
how machine learning is helping to maintain and
secure smart cities, including principal uses
such as smart monitoring, privacy, reliability,
and public protection. The authors cover
important areas and issues around
implementation roadblocks, ideas, and
opportunities in smart city development. The
authors also include new algorithms,
architectures and platforms that can accelerate
the growth of smart city concepts and
applications. Moreover, this book provides
details on specific applications and case studies
related to smart city infrastructures, big data
management, and prediction techniques using
machine learning.
Storm Tide and Wave Simulations and
Assessment 2021-05-04 In this Special Issue,
seven high-quality papers covering the
application and development of many high-end
techniques for studies on storm tides, surges,
and waves have been published, for instance, the
employment of an artificial neural network for
predicting coastal freak waves [1]; a
reproduction of super typhoon-created extreme
waves [2]; a numerical analysis of nonlinear
interactions for storm waves, tides, and currents
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[3]; wave simulation for an island using a
circulation–wave coupled model [4]; an analysis
of typhoon-induced waves along typhoon tracks
in the western North Pacific Ocean [5]; an
understanding of how a storm surge prevents or
severely restricts aeolian supply [6]; and an
investigation of coastal settlements and an
assessment of their vulnerability [7].
Dynamic Meteorology S. Panchev 1985-07-31 1.
ABOUT THE DISCIPLINE 'DYNAMIC
METEOROLOGY' The name 'dynamic
meteorology' is traditional for designating a
university course as well as the scientific branch
of meteorology as a whole. While there is no
need to abandon this name, it needs
contemporary treatment and specifications in its
definition. A synonym for it could be 'dynamics
(more precisely, hydrodynamics or fluid
dynamics) of the atmosphere'. It suggests the
relationship of this discipline to general
hydrodynamics and applied mathematics and its
pronounced theoretical nature. Besides the
atmosphere, however, our planet has another
(liquid) envelope - the hydrosphere (world's
ocean), which also concerns ocean dynamics
and, therefore, it is necessary to define, from a
unified standpoint, the subject and aims of the
disciplines dealing with the dynamics of the
processes which take place in both fluid spheres.
Such a unified standpoint offers the so-called
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geophysical fluid dynamics. During the past few
years this description is encountered quite often
in scientific literature concerning the Earth as a
planet. Obviously, a scientific branch or a
science is created whose subject is our planet
and the investigation methods are borrowed
from classical fluid dynamics and applied
mathematics, including the most recent
numerical methods. As can be seen from its very
suitable name, it is the dynamics of quite
definite geophysical fluids (atmosphere, ocean
and even the liquid inside of the Earth) and not
of some abstract (often perfect) flUids, as in
classical hydrodynamics.
The Weather Anthony Smith 2000 This Book Is
Fascinating Investigation Into The Nature Of
The Earth How It Creates The World`S Weather
And How It May Now Be Under Threat From
Human Actions Describing The Disturbing
Contemporary Manifestations Of Our Weather
Global Warming Ozone Depletion Glacial
Retreat, Drought Rising Sea Levels The
Disruption Of Currents Such As El-Nino And
Even Catastrophes Such As Major Volcanic
Eruptions And Meteor Impact.
Contemporary Meanings in Physical
Geography Andre Roy 2014-04-08 Over the past
twenty years, geography as an academic
discipline has become more and more reflective,
asking the key questions 'What are we doing?'
'Why are we doing it?'. These questions have, so
far, been more enthusiastically taken up by
human geography rather than physical
geography. Contemporary Meanings in Physical
Geography aims to redress the balance. Written
and edited by a distinguished group of physical
geographers, Contemporary Meanings in
Physical Geography comprises of a collection of
international writer's thoughts which reveal
personal motivations, and look at tensions in the
worlds of meaning in which physical geography
is involved. How are the meanings of the
physical environment derived? Is the future of
physical geography one where the only, or at
least the dominant, meanings are framed in the
contexts of environmental issues. Covering a
diverse and lively selection of topics, the
contributors of this book offer guides to the
contemporary debates in the philosophy of
physical geography, and introduce the reader to
its wider cultural significance. This book is an
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essential companion to anyone studying, or with
an interest in, physical geography.
Trends and Challenges in Maritime Energy
Management Aykut I. Ölçer 2018-05-03 This
book provides an overview of contemporary
trends and challenges in maritime energy
management (MEM). Coordinated action is
necessary to achieve a low carbon and energyefficient maritime future, and MEM is the
prevailing framework aimed at reducing
greenhouse gas emissions resulting from
maritime industry activities. The book
familiarizes readers with the status quo in the
field, and paves the way for finding solutions to
perceived challenges. The 34 contributions cover
six important aspects: regulatory framework;
energy-efficient ship design; energy efficient
ship and port operation; economic and social
dimensions; alternative fuels and wind-assisted
ship propulsion; and marine renewable energy.
This pioneering work is intended for researchers
and academics as well as practitioners and
policymakers involved in this important field.
Ten Strategies of a World-Class Cybersecurity
Operations Center Carson Zimmerman
2014-07-01 Ten Strategies of a World-Class
Cyber Security Operations Center conveys
MITRE's accumulated expertise on enterprisegrade computer network defense. It covers ten
key qualities of leading Cyber Security
Operations Centers (CSOCs), ranging from their
structure and organization, to processes that
best enable smooth operations, to approaches
that extract maximum value from key CSOC
technology investments. This book offers
perspective and context for key decision points
in structuring a CSOC, such as what capabilities
to offer, how to architect large-scale data
collection and analysis, and how to prepare the
CSOC team for agile, threat-based response. If
you manage, work in, or are standing up a
CSOC, this book is for you. It is also available on
MITRE's website, www.mitre.org.
Safety Management Systems Mark A Friend
2020-06-30 Safety Management Systems:
Applications for the Aviation Industry provides
an in-depth review of specific applications of an
aviation-related Safety Management System
(SMS) by following it from design through
application. Readers will gain an understanding
of SMS and how it relates to their daily
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activities. Also, specific information is provided
on the rotocraft industry, due to variations in the
challenges it faces.
Hazards Analysis John C. Pine 2014-09-10 The
impacts of natural and man-made disasters have
increased exponentially over the past few
decades. Moreover, with our global
interconnectedness and the growing scale of
disasters, today's catastrophic disasters can
have regional, national, and even global
economic consequences. Following in the
tradition of the successful first edition, Hazards
Analysis: Reducing the Impact of Disasters,
Second Edition provides a structure and process
for understanding the nature of natural and
human-caused disasters. Stressing the role of
hazard risk management for public, private, and
nonprofit organizations, the author and expert
contributors cover problem solving, risk
analysis, and risk communications to ensure
readers are in a position to identify key problems
associated with hazards and the risks that they
present. The book details a systematic process of
hazards identification, vulnerability
determination, and consequence assessment for
the natural, built, and human environment.
Using a cross-disciplinary approach, this book
effectively demonstrates how to use the results
of vulnerability assessment, spatial analysis, and
community planning to reduce adverse disaster
outcomes and foster social, economic, and
environmental sustainability. Throughout, the
book stresses that hazards analysis is not an
isolated process but one that must engage the
local community. Complete with clearly set
objectives, key terms, discussion questions,
satellite images and maps, and ancillary
websites for further study, this authoritative
guide covers every element of the hazard
analysis process in a step-by-step format.
Hazards Analysis presents time-proven
strategies for building sustainable communities,
identifying and prioritizing risks, and
establishing successful disaster prevention and
relief strategies prior to a disaster.
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports 1994
Analysis, Causality and Proof in Safety
Investigations 2008
WMO Bulletin World Meteorological
Organization 2014
1999 European Wind Energy Conference
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E.L. Petersen 2014-01-02 The 1999 European
Wind Energy Conference and Exhibition was
organized to review progress, and present and
discuss the wind energy business, technology
and science for the future. The Proceedings
contain a selection of over 300 papers from the
conference. They represent a significant update
to the understanding of this increasingly
important field of energy generation and cover a
full range of topics.
Guidelines for Mine Waste Dump and Stockpile
Design Mark Hawley 2017-04-01 Guidelines for
Mine Waste Dump and Stockpile Design is a
comprehensive, practical guide to the
investigation, design, operation and monitoring
of mine waste dumps, dragline spoils and major
stockpiles associated with large open pit mines.
These facilities are some of the largest manmade structures on Earth, and while most have
performed very well, there are cases where
instabilities have occurred with severe
consequences, including loss of life and
extensive environmental and economic damage.
Developed and written by industry experts with
extensive knowledge and experience, this book
is an initiative of the Large Open Pit (LOP)
Project. It comprises 16 chapters that follow the
life cycle of a mine waste dump, dragline spoil or
stockpile from site selection to closure and
reclamation. It describes the investigation and
design process, introduces a comprehensive
stability rating and hazard classification system,
provides guidance on acceptability criteria, and
sets out the key elements of stability and runout
analysis. Chapters on site and material
characterisation, surface water and groundwater
characterisation and management, risk
assessment, operations and monitoring,
management of ARD, emerging technologies and
closure are included. A chapter is also dedicated
to the analysis and design of dragline spoils.
Guidelines for Mine Waste Dump and Stockpile
Design summarises the current state of practice
and provides insight and guidance to mine
operators, geotechnical engineers, mining
engineers, hydrogeologists, geologists and other
individuals that are responsible at the mine site
level for ensuring the stability and performance
of these structures. Readership includes mining
engineers, geotechnical engineers, civil
engineers, engineering geologists,
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hydrogeologists, environmental scientists, and
other professionals involved in the site selection,
investigation, design, permitting, construction,
operation, monitoring, closure and reclamation
of mine waste dumps and stockpiles.
Advances and New Trends in Environmental
Informatics Hans-Joachim Bungartz 2018-11-03
This book presents the latest findings and
ongoing research in the field of environmental
informatics. It addresses a wide range of crosscutting activities, such as efficient computing,
virtual reality, disruption management, big data,
open science and the internet of things, and
showcases how these green information &
communication technologies (ICT) can be used
to effectively address environmental and societal
challenges. Presenting a selection of extended
contributions to the 32nd edition of the
International Conference EnviroInfo 2018, at the
Leibniz Supercomputing Centre in Garching
near Munich, it is essential reading for anyone
looking to expand their expertise in the area.
Advances in Human Aspects of
Transportation: Part I Neville Stanton
2021-07-19 Human Factors and Ergonomics
have made a considerable contribution to the
research, design, development, operation and
analysis of transportation systems which
includes road and rail vehicles and their
complementary infrastructure, aviation and
maritime transportation. This book presents
recent advances in the Human Factors aspects
of Transportation. These advances include
accident analysis, automation of vehicles,
comfort, distraction of drivers (understanding of
distraction and how to avoid it), environmental
concerns, in-vehicle systems design, intelligent
transport systems, methodological
developments, new systems and technology,
observational and case studies, safety, situation
awareness, skill development and training,
warnings and workload. This book brings
together the most recent human factors work in
the transportation domain, including empirical
research, human performance and other types of
modeling, analysis, and development. The issues
facing engineers, scientists, and other
practitioners of human factors in transportation
research are becoming more challenging and
more critical. The common theme across these
sections is that they deal with the intersection of
weather-studies-investigation-manual-answers-2014

the human and the system. Moreover, many of
the chapter topics cross section boundaries, for
instance by focusing on function allocation in
NextGen or on the safety benefits of a tower
controller tool. This is in keeping with the
systemic nature of the problems facing human
factors experts in rail and road, aviation and
maritime research– it is becoming increasingly
important to view problems not as isolated
issues that can be extracted from the system
environment, but as embedded issues that can
only be understood as a part of an overall
system.
History of Nordic Computing 4 Christian Gram
2015-05-05 This book constitutes the refereed
post-proceedings of the 4th IFIP WG 9.7
Conference on the History of Nordic Computing,
HiNC 4, held in Copenhagen, Denmark, in
August 2014. The 37 revised full papers were
carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in
this volume. The papers focus on innovative ICT
milestones that transformed the nordic societies
and on the new ideas, systems and solutions that
helped creating the welfare societies of today, in
particular solutions and systems for public
services, e.g., tax, social benefits, health care
and education; solutions and systems for the
infrastructure of the society, e.g., banking,
insurance, telephones, transport and energy
supply; and technologies and IT policies behind
the major IT milestones, e.g., user centric
innovation, programming techniques and IT
ethics. They are organized in topical sections on
IT policy, infrastructure, public services, private
services, telesystems, health care, IT in banking,
transport and IT technology.
Applied Studies in Climate Adaptation Jean
P. Palutikof 2014-12-31 The book advances
knowledge about climate change adaptation
practices through a series of case studies. It
presents important evidence about adaptation
practices in agriculture, businesses, the coastal
zone, community services, disaster management,
ecosystems, indigneous populations, and
settlements and infrastructure. In addition to 38
case studies across these sectors, the book
contains horizon-scoping essays from
international experts in adaptation research,
including Hallie Eakin, Susanne Moser, Jonathon
Overpeck, Bill Solecki, and Gary Yohe.
Australia’s social-ecological systems have a long
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history of adapting to climate variability and
change, and in recent decades has been a worldleader in implementing and researching
adaptation, making this book of universal
relevance to all those working to adapt our
environment and societies to climate change.
Monthly Catalog of United States Government
Publications United States. Superintendent of
Documents 1967 February issue includes
Appendix entitled Directory of United States
Government periodicals and subscription
publications; September issue includes List of
depository libraries; June and December issues
include semiannual index
AIR CRASH INVESTIGATIONS – THE CRASH
OF VIRGIN GALACTIC SPACESHIP 2 Dirk Jan
Barreveld 2022-06-30 On October 31, 2014, the
SpaceShipTwo (SS2) reusable suborbital rocket,
N339SS, which was operated by Scaled
Composites LLC. SS2 crashed and broke up into
multiple pieces during a rocket-powered test
flight and impacted terrain over a 5-mile area
near Koehn Dry Lake, California. The pilot
received serious injuries, and the copilot
received fatal injuries. SS2 was destroyed, and
no one on the ground was injured as a result of
the falling debris. SS2 had been released from
its launch vehicle, WhiteKnightTwo, N348MS,
about 13 seconds before the structural breakup.
Scaled was operating SS2 under an
experimental permit issued by the Federal
Aviation Administration’s (FAA) Office of
Commercial Space Transportation (AST)
according to the provisions of 14 Code of
Federal Regulations Part 437. Safety issues
include the lack of human factors guidance for
commercial space operators, the efficacy and
timing of the pre-application consultation
process, limited interactions between the
FAA/AST and applicants during the experimental
permit evaluation process, missed opportunities
during the FAA/AST’s evaluations of hazard
analyses and waivers from regulatory
requirements, limited inspector familiarity with
commercial space operators, an incomplete
commercial space flight database for mishap
lessons learned, and the need for improved
emergency response planning. Safety
recommendations are addressed to the FAA and
the Commercial Spaceflight Federation.
Our Changing Climate Chad M. Kauffman
weather-studies-investigation-manual-answers-2014

2015
Government Reports Announcements 1973
Historic Storms of the North Sea, British Isles
and Northwest Europe Hubert Lamb 1991-06-13
The North Sea regions are some of the busiest
shipping lanes in the world (which have recently
seen the introduction of oil and gas rigs), and
the surrounding land areas are some of the most
populous. This book presents a historical
investigation of great storms that have affected
the North Sea and neighboring northern seas,
the British Isles, and the fringe of northwest
Europe. All those wind storms with serious
effects that could be identified within the past
500-600 years are recorded and a few earlier
cases discussed. In every case, observations of
weather and other circumstances reported
during the storm have been used to produce a
modern and reasonably full meteorological
analysis that will facilitate wind strength
estimates and wind measurements and aid in the
diagnosis of storm origins. As a scientific study,
this work takes advantage of the unequaled
abundance in this region of historical reports
and records. The book is destined to further
meteorological understanding and help examine
weather trends and secular variations and the
impact of storms on human affairs, especially in
damage to buildings, forests, and other aspects
of the landscape, particularly coasts. It will be of
interest to atmospheric scientists, engineers,
geographers, historians, and administrators.
Catastrophe David Keys 1999 It was a
catastrophe without precedent in recorded
history: for months on end, starting in A.D. 535,
a strange, dusky haze robbed much of the earth
of normal sunlight. Crops failed in Asia and the
Middle East as global weather patterns radically
altered. Bubonic plague, exploding out of Africa,
wiped out entire populations in Europe. Flood
and drought brought ancient cultures to the
brink of collapse. In a matter of decades, the old
order died and a new world--essentially the
modern world as we know it today--began to
emerge. In this fascinating, groundbreaking,
totally accessible book, archaeological journalist
David Keys dramatically reconstructs the global
chain of revolutions that began in the
catastrophe of A.D. 535, then offers a definitive
explanation of how and why this cataclysm
occurred on that momentous day centuries ago.
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The Roman Empire, the greatest power in
Europe and the Middle East for centuries, lost
half its territory in the century following the
catastrophe. During the exact same period, the
ancient southern Chinese state, weakened by
economic turmoil, succumbed to invaders from
the north, and a single unified China was born.
Meanwhile, as restless tribes swept down from
the central Asian steppes, a new religion known
as Islam spread through the Middle East. As
Keys demonstrates with compelling originality
and authoritative research, these were not
isolated upheavals but linked events arising from
the same cause and rippling around the world
like an enormous tidal wave. Keys's narrative
circles the globe as he identifies the eerie fallout
from the months of darkness: unprecedented
drought in Central America, a strange yellow
dust drifting like snow overeastern Asia,
prolonged famine, and the hideous pandemic of
the bubonic plague. With a superb command of
ancient literatures and historical records, Keys
makes hitherto unrecognized connections
between the "wasteland" that overspread the
British countryside and the fall of the great
pyramid-building Teotihuacan civilization in
Mexico, between a little-known "Jewish empire"
in Eastern Europe and the rise of the Japanese
nation-state, between storms in France and
pestilence in Ireland. In the book's final
chapters, Keys delves into the mystery at the
heart of this global catastrophe: Why did it
happen? The answer, at once surprising and
definitive, holds chilling implications for our own
precarious geopolitical future. Wide-ranging in
its scholarship, written with flair and passion,
filled with original insights, Catastrophe is a
superb synthesis of history, science, and cultural
interpretation.
Machine Learning, Optimization, and Data
Science Giuseppe Nicosia 2021-01-06 This twovolume set, LNCS 12565 and 12566, constitutes
the refereed proceedings of the 6th International
Conference on Machine Learning, Optimization,
and Data Science, LOD 2020, held in Siena,
Italy, in July 2020. The total of 116 full papers
presented in this two-volume post-conference
proceedings set was carefully reviewed and
selected from 209 submissions. These research
articles were written by leading scientists in the
fields of machine learning, artificial intelligence,
weather-studies-investigation-manual-answers-2014

reinforcement learning, computational
optimization, and data science presenting a
substantial array of ideas, technologies,
algorithms, methods, and applications.
Report of the Presidential Commission on the
Space Shuttle Challenger Accident DIANE
Publishing Company 1995-07 Reviews the
circumstances surrounding the Challenger
accident to establish the probable cause or
causes of the accident. Develops
recommendations for corrective or other action
based upon the Commission1s findings and
determinations. Color photos, charts and tables.
Soil Survey Laboratory Methods Manual USDA
2012-03-01 The purpose of this manual is to
document methodology and to serve as a
reference for the laboratory analyst. The
standard methods described in this SSIR No. 42,
Soil Survey Laboratory Methods Manual,
Version 4.0 replaces as a methods reference all
earlier versions of the SSIR No. 42 (1989, 1992,
and 1996, respectively) and SSIR No. 1,
Procedures for Collecting Soil Samples and
Methods of Analysis for Soil Survey (1972, 1982,
and 1984). All SSL methods are performed with
methodologies appropriate for the specific
purpose. The SSL SOP's are standard methods,
peer-recognized methods, SSL-developed
methods, and/or specified methods in soil
taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1999). An earlier
version of this manual (1996) also served as the
primary document from which a companion
manual, Soil Survey Laboratory Information
Manual (SSIR No. 45, 1995), was developed. The
SSIR No. 45 describes in greater detail the
application of SSL data. Trade names are used in
the manual solely for the purpose of providing
specific information. Mention of a trade name
does not constitute a guarantee of the product
by USDA nor does it imply an endorsement by
USDA.
Effective Security Officer's Training Manual
Ralph Brislin 1998-06-02 Effective and practical
security officer training is the single most
important element in establishing a professional
security program. The Effective Security
Officer's Training Manual, Second Edition helps
readers improve services, reduce turnover, and
minimize liability by further educating security
officers. Self-paced material is presented in a
creative and innovative style Glossaries,
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summaries, questions, and practical exercises
accompany each chapter
The Wildlife Techniques Manual Nova J. Silvy
2020-07-28 This deft and thorough update
ensures that The Wildlife Techniques Manual
will remain an indispensable resource, one that
professionals and students in wildlife biology,
conservation, and management simply cannot do
without.
Globalized Poverty and Environment Nathaniel
O. Agola 2014-07-08 This book reviews the key
conceptions and economic theories of poverty,
explains poverty-environment nexus, and finally
offers innovative socio-economic and scientific
geospatial solutions for the 21st Century. The
book makes it possible for our readers to
understand poverty thorough a concise review of
the major theoretical economic frameworks,
measures of poverty, and points out the need to
understand rural-urban dichotomy of poverty.
We find the theories and measures to be lessthan perfect and therefore point out the need to
treat these measures and theories as convenient
tools lacking perfect accuracy and utmost
scientific reliability. It follows then that the
supposedly knowledgeably crafted poverty
reduction and environmental preservation
solutions are inherently imperfect. The economic
solutions proposed in this book transcend extant
humdrum macroeconomic and policy measures
targeting poverty and environmental issues. We
point to a new paradigm in which private sector
and other stakeholders can create new and
inclusive markets where value is co-created and
shared. Above all, this book offers timely stateof-the-art geospatial solutions targeting the most
pressing global problems of water, e.g., the use
of the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
(GRACE) missions to estimate changes in stored
water in the water-poverty-environment nexus,
pollution, agriculture and disaster management,
where geospatial techniques are applied under
strong environmental impact assessment
regulatory regimes. This book provides a good
summary of economic theories of poverty as well
as a vivid depiction of the state of environmental
degradation in the world. People often work
separately on different issues that are, in fact,
closely intertwined. The principle of holism is
that the whole is greater than the sum of its
parts, and I believe that this joint-venture of two
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experts on poverty and environment has
produced something more than a sum of two
separate monographs on the issues. Various
points raised in this volume are worth heeding
when we think of formulation and
implementation of a truly effective post-MDGs
development agenda. Yoichi Mine, Professor of
Human Security and African Area Study,
Graduate School of Global Studies, Doshisha
University, Japan
Observational Assessments of Glacier Mass
Changes at Regional and Global Level
Michael Zemp 2021-03-26
Keywords Index to U.S. Government Technical
Reports United States. Department of
Commerce. Office of Technical Services 1962-06
Handbook of Geotechnical Investigation and
Design Tables Burt G. Look 2007-04-26 This
practical handbook of properties for soils and
rock contains, in a concise tabular format, the
key issues relevant to geotechnical
investigations, assessments and designs in
common practice. In addition, there are brief
notes on the application of the tables. These data
tables are compiled for experienced
geotechnical professionals who require a
reference document to access key information.
There is an extensive database of correlations
for different applications. The book should
provide a useful bridge between soil and rock
mechanics theory and its application to practical
engineering solutions. The initial chapters deal
with the planning of the geotechnical
investigation, the classification of the soil and
rock properties and some of the more used
testing is then covered. Later chapters show the
reliability and correlations that are used to
convert that data in the interpretative and
assessment phase of the project. The final
chapters apply some of these concepts to
geotechnical design. This book is intended
primarily for practicing geotechnical engineers
working in investigation, assessment and design,
but should provide a useful supplement for
postgraduate courses.
Understanding Government Information: A
Teaching Strategy Toolkit for Grades 7–12
Connie Hamner Williams 2017-10-30 This book
demonstrates how government information can
be used to engage students through inquiry and
project-based activities, thereby providing
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opportunities for creative investigation and
discovery. • Supplies curated lists of free themebased government sources • Provides examples
of strategies and lesson plans recommended for
using government documents, artifacts, images,
and data • Includes highlighted lesson plans for
use in secondary school curriculum as created
by agency educators • Suggests unique and
thought-provoking primary sources and
activities that can be used to motivate, captivate,
and inspire student engagement • Discusses the
inquiry, research, and question-building
processes as well as tips for web searching for
government information using Google or other
browsers
Kama Muta Alan Page Fiske 2019-12-20 This
book describes a ubiquitous and potent emotion
that has only rarely and recently been studied in
any systematic manner. The words that come
closest to denoting it in English are being moved
or touched, having a heart-warming feeling,
feeling nostalgic, feeling patriotic, or pride in
family or team. In religious contexts when the
emotion is intense, it may be labeled ecstasy,
mystical rapture, burning in the bosom, or being
touched by the Spirit. All of these are instances
of what scientists now call ‘kama muta’
(Sanskrit, ‘moved by love’). Alan Page Fiske
shows that what evokes this emotion is the
sudden creation, intensification, renewal, repair,
or recall of a communal sharing relationship –
when love ignites, or people feel newly
connected. He explains the social, psychological,
cultural, and likely evolutionary processes
involved – and how they interlock. Kama muta is
described as it manifests in diverse settings at
many points in history across scores of cultures,
in everyday experiences as well as the peak
moments of life. The chapters illuminate the
occurrence of kama muta in a range of contexts,
including religion, oratory, literature, sport,
social media, and nature. The book will be of
interest to students and scholars from a number
of disciplines who are interested in emotion or
social relationships. Supplementary notes can be
found online at:
www.routledge.com/9780367220945
Nature-based Solutions for Resilient
Ecosystems and Societies Shalini Dhyani
2020-07-07 Over the past few decades, the
frequency and severity of natural and humanweather-studies-investigation-manual-answers-2014

induced disasters have increased across Asia.
These disasters lead to substantial loss of life,
livelihoods and community assets, which not
only threatens the pace of socio-economic
development, but also undo hard-earned gains.
Extreme events and disasters such as floods,
droughts, heat, fire, cyclones and tidal surges
are known to be exacerbated by environmental
changes including climate change, land-use
changes and natural resource degradation.
Increasing climate variability and multidimensional vulnerabilities have severely
affected the social, ecological and economic
capacities of the people in the region who are,
economically speaking, those with the least
capacity to adapt. Climatic and other
environmental hazards and anthropogenic risks,
coupled with weak and wavering capacities,
severely impact the ecosystems and Nature’s
Contributions to People (NCP) and, thereby, to
human well-being. Long-term resilience building
through disaster risk reduction and integrated
adaptive climate planning, therefore, has
become a key priority for scientists and
policymakers alike. Nature-based Solutions
(NbS) is a cost-effective approach that utilizes
ecosystem and biodiversity services for disaster
risk reduction and climate change adaptation,
while also providing a range of co-benefits like
sustainable livelihoods and food, water and
energy security. This book discusses the concept
of Nature-based Solutions (NbS) – both as a
science and as art – and elaborates on how it can
be applied to develop healthy and resilient
ecosystems locally, nationally, regionally and
globally. The book covers illustrative methods
and tools adopted for applying NbS in different
countries. The authors discuss NbS applications
and challenges, research trends and future
insights that have wider regional and global
relevance. The aspects covered include:
landscape restoration, ecosystem-based
adaptation, ecosystem-based disaster risk
reduction, ecological restoration, ecosystembased protected areas management, green
infrastructure development, nature-friendly
infrastructure development in various ecosystem
types, agro-climatic zones and watersheds. The
book offers insights into understanding the
sustainable development goals (SDGs) at the
grass roots level and can help indigenous and
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local communities harness ecosystem services to
help achieve them. It offers a unique, essential
resource for researchers, students, corporations,
administrators and policymakers working in the
fields of the environment, geography,
development, policy planning, the natural
sciences, life sciences, agriculture, health,
climate change and disaster studies.
Microbial Safety in Water Resources Pei-Ying
Hong 2019-02-19 As more countries become
water-scarce, alternative water sources like
treated wastewaters will be used to meet the
demands of the domestic, agriculture and
industrial sectors. However, the use of treated
wastewater is only justified when it is without
any detrimental impacts on public health, food
safety and water quality. To minimize impacts,
well-operated treatment plants are important
barriers that reduce the amount of contaminants
disseminated from wastewaters into the
environment during reuse events. Continuous,
accurate and comprehensive monitoring on our
water further safeguards the public against
potential risks. This eBook looks into topics that
close the knowledge gaps in these mentioned
areas.
Technical Abstract Bulletin
Government-wide Index to Federal Research &
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Ship Dynamics for Performance Based Design
and Risk Averse Operations Spyros Hirdaris
2021-04-07 More than a century and half ago,
William Froude and his son Robert [1,2]
conducted the first scientifically designed towing
tank experiments using scaled ship models
traveling in calm water or waves. Since then,
advances in mathematics and technology have
led to the development of various methods for
the assessment of the dynamic behavior of ships.
Yet, as we enter the 2nd decade of the 21st
century the advent of goal-based regulations and
the emergence of safe and sustainable shipping
standards still confront our ability to understand
the fundamentals and assure absolute ship
safety in design and operations. To instigate
renewed interest in the well-rehearsed subject of
ship dynamics this Special Issue presents a
collection of 12 high-quality research
contributions with a focus on the prediction and
analysis of the dynamic behavior of ships in a
stochastic environment. The papers presented
are co-authored by leading subject matter
experts from Europe, the Far East, and the USA.
These papers will be of interest to academics,
practitioners, and regulators involved in the
progression of ship science, technical services,
and safety standards.
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